## Artwork Rubric
### Molokai Youth Summit
### Student Voices: Expanding Molokai’s Horizons
### Pre K to Grade 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>5 POINTS</th>
<th>3 POINTS</th>
<th>1 POINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ideas & Content: What makes Molokai unique to me? | - Incorporates a clear idea that is relevant to facts and/or statistics that makes Molokai unique.  
- Provides meaningful insight into why event/experience was memorable | - Incorporates an idea that is limited to facts or statistics that makes Molokai unique.  
- Provides little insight into why event/experience was memorable | - Incorporates idea but no relevant facts or statistics that makes Molokai unique.  
- Provides no insight into why event/experience was memorable |
| Voice: How will you use the Nā Hopena A’o (HĀ) to empower others? | - Artwork invokes a strong message to empower others to use Nā Hopena A’o (HĀ) | - Artwork somewhat empowers others to use Nā Hopena A’o (HĀ) | - Artwork does not empower others to use Nā Hopena A’o (HĀ) |
| Effects: Does my artwork use various elements of art such as form, shape, line, color, value, space, or texture to convey my message? | - I am able to clarify my message by using 5 or more effects to fully enhance the artwork | - I am able to clarify my message by using the minimum of 3 effects to fully enhance the artwork | - There are no effects within the artwork to clarify my message |
| Format: Does my artwork look professional? | - The artwork is original and made by the student and/or ‘ohana  
- The artwork is no larger than 40 inches wide, 30 inches deep, and 72 inches high  
- The weight of the artwork is no heavier than 25 pounds | - The artwork is original and made by the student and/or ‘ohana  
- The artwork is no larger than 40 inches wide, 30 inches deep, and 72 inches high  
- The weight of the artwork is no heavier than 25 pounds | - The artwork is a replica, copyrighted, and/or not made by the student and ‘ohana  
- The artwork is larger than 40 inches wide, 30 inches deep, and 72 inches high  
- The weight of the artwork is heavier than 25 pounds |
| Title Card: Does my artwork have a Title Card? | - Title Card has a brief information about artwork student’s first and last name, grade level, and school name | - Title Card does not have a brief information about artwork student’s first and last name, grade level, or school name | - No Title Card |
| Points Accumulated | | | |